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1. Abstract  

The aim of this study was to ascertain the extent of the usage of syntax, phrase structures to be 

newspaper editorial headlines.  This report is initiated with an insight into the study of language editorial 

and editorial headline; with detailed descriptions of parts of speech and relevant phras Subsequently 

findings on research carried out by other researchers on similar areas, are listed in a nu editorial 

headlines from the English weekly newspapers, Sunday Island and The Sunday Times, ove January to 

July 2016, were the primary data analyzed.  These newspapers were preferred based on a survey carried 

out to determine readership among young learners. The secondary data were gathered the theoretical 

background and literature review; and the theory, Phrase Structure Rules, was ado analysis.  A 

qualitative analysis on word orders was carried out based on parts of speech to categorize t phrases, 

such as, noun phrases, noun phrases with noun possessives, verb phrases with present part phrases with 

imperative verbs and prepositional phrases. Whilst 37% of the corpus of headlines o editorials 

comprises of the abovementioned phrases; minor deviations of 5% of the corpus were hypothetical 

means to conform to phrase structure rules. The balance 58% does not belong to categories of phrase 

structures mentioned above. Other vital aspects of syntax, such as, prepositi modifiers, etc., could also 

be taught with the use of newspaper editorial headlines. More importantly reveals that second language 

and/or foreign language teachers would benefit using newspaper editor as teaching devices to educate 

young learners on syntactic knowledge.  
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2. Introduction and research problem  
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The editorial is a sub-genre of the newspaper genre, presenting the editor’s opinion on a current topic 

of news already reported in the media.  Since its headline must provoke the readers’ curiosity, the 

linguistic devices, such as, literary devices and syntactic devices. Syntactic devices enhance the mean 

affecting readers positively and expressing the writer’s attitude.    

Nine parts of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, preposition, article, conjunction, interjec 

basis of syntax.  The basic word order of English Language is S(subject) V(verb) O(object): “We 

lecture.” S(we) + V(attended) + O(the lecture).  Therefore, word orders of phrases/clauses/sentences 

parts of speech.  

Phrase Structure Rules which describe the syntax of a language are related to the early stages of tran 

grammar proposed by Noam Chomsky in 1957.  The quantitative analysis determined that both news 

formulated varied phrase structures: noun phrases with head words/modifiers, noun phrases with noun 

verb phrases with imperative verbs, verb phrases with present participles and prepositional phrases. A 

noun phrase possesses a noun (person/place/thing): "Children are singing." The ability to repla pronoun, 

“They are singing”, proves that “Children” functions as a noun phrase. A singular possessive (boss’s 

car) shows ownership/relationship with "’s"; and “s’ ” for a plural possessive noun phrase (sin The 

constituent of a sentence/predicate contains a verb with objects. The base form of verbs 

orders/commands: ‘Open the door!’, also called imperative verbs.  Verb phrases with present participl 

include objects/modifiers that complete the thought:  “Sleeping till late is bad for our health”.  
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https://literarydevices.net/attitude/
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RTI:  Let it be implemented in spirit                       Terrorism: End the duplicity  

‘Let’ and ‘End’ are imperative verbs. The abbreviation ‘RTI’ and the noun ‘Terrorism” precede the v 

  

5. Conclusions, implications and significance  
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37% of the corpus conforms to phrases with 5% deviations.  58% comprises of other devices: inversio 

questions, passive voice and parallelism. Further research should be conducted on other newspapers, 

the use of phrase structures along with alliteration, irony, metaphor, etc.  

Second language teachers should adopt the teaching device, newspaper editorial headline; to teach the 

of speech and word order, leading to the abovementioned devices.  The editorial is the least interestin 

a newspaper to this population. Hence this would inculcate the habit of reading, to improve vocab 

develop logical and grammatical analysis.  
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